
 

 

Reading Group Playlist 

Being part of a book group is a popular pastime and Culture Perth and Kinross support a number of 

active groups in Perth and Kinross with our book group collections. This Reading Group Playlist 

highlights some of the best suspenseful thrillers, classics, and literary fiction sensations that we have 

available in our Book Group collections and on RB Digital. 

Available on RB Digital Culture Perth and Kinross 

The Wife Between Us by Greer Hendricks and Sarah Pekkanen (ebook) 

When you read this book, you will make many assumptions. It’s about a jealous wife, obsessed with 

her replacement. It’s about a younger woman set to marry the man she loves. The first wife seems 

like a disaster; her replacement is the perfect woman. You will assume you know the motives, the 

history, the anatomy of the relationships. You will be wrong. 

A twisty psychological thriller for fans of Gone Girl and The Girl on the Train. 

 
The Mountain in My Shoe by Louise Beech (ebook) 

On the night Bernadette finally has the courage to tell her domineering husband that she’s leaving, 

he doesn’t come home. Neither does Conor, the little boy she’s befriended for the past five years. 

Also missing is his lifebook, the only thing that holds the answers. With the help of Conor’s foster 

mum, Bernadette must face her own past, her husband’s secrets and a future she never dared 

imagine in order to find them all. 

Exquisitely written and deeply touching, this gripping psychological thriller is a powerful and emotive 

examination of the meaning of family… and just how far we’re willing to go for the people we love. 

Killing Floor by Lee Child (ebook)   

When Jack Reacher jumps off a bus and walks fourteen miles down a country road into Margrave, 
Georgia, it’s an arbitrary decision he's about to regret. Reacher is the only stranger in town on the 
day they have had their first homicide in thirty years. The cops arrest Reacher and the police chief 
turns eyewitness to place him at the scene. As nasty secrets leak out, and the body count mounts. 
One thing is for sure, they picked the wrong guy to take the fall. 

This was the first book in the massively successful series of Jack Reacher novels.  

A Ladder to the Sky by John Boyne (ebook) 

A chance encounter in a Berlin hotel with celebrated author Erich Ackerman gives our protagonist 

Maurice an opportunity. For Erich is lonely, and he has a story to tell; whether or not Maurice should 

is another matter… A captivating, chilling and darkly comic tale of unrelenting ambition. 

https://perthandkinross.rbdigitalglobal.com/book/9781509842841
https://perthandkinross.rbdigitalglobal.com/book/9781910633403
https://perthandkinross.rbdigitalglobal.com/book/9781409084815
https://perthandkinross.rbdigitalglobal.com/book/9781473526310


Deep Down Dead by Steph Broadribb (ebook)  

Lori Anderson is as tough as they come, managing to keep her career as a fearless Florida bounty 

hunter separate from her role as single mother to nine-year-old Dakota, who suffers from 

leukaemia. But when the hospital bills start to rack up, she has no choice but to take her daughter 

along on a job that will make her a fast buck. And that’s when things start to go wrong. 

Milkman by Anna Burns (ebook)  

In an unnamed city, where to be interesting is dangerous, an 18 year old woman has attracted the 

unwanted and unavoidable attention of a powerful and frightening older man, ’Milkman’. In this 

community, where suggestions quickly become fact, where gossip and hearsay can lead to terrible 

consequences, what can she do to stop a rumour once it has started? Milkman is persistent, the 

word is spreading, and she is no longer in control… 

Milkman is a tale of gossip and hearsay, silence and deliberate deafness. It is the story of inaction 

with enormous consequences. 

A Visit from the Goon Squad by Jennifer Egan (ebook)  

In A Visit from the Goon Squad by Jennifer Egan we circle the life of Bennie Salazar, an aging former 

punk rocker and record executive, and Sasha, the passionate, troubled young woman he employs. 

Although Bennie and Sasha never discover each other's pasts, the reader does, in intimate detail, 

along with the secret lives of a host of other characters. 

The Woman in White by Wilkie Collins (ebook)  

This beloved classic, The Woman in White by Wilkie Collins, was the original and most influential of 

the sensation novels of the 1860s. One of the earliest works of ‘detective’ fiction with a narrative 

woven together from multiple characters, Wilkie Collins partly based his infamous novel on a real-

life eighteenth century case of abduction and wrongful imprisonment. In 1859, the story caused a 

sensation with its readers, hooking their attention with the ghostly first scene where the mysterious 

‘Woman in White’ Anne Catherick comes across Walter Hartright. Chilling, suspenseful and tense in 

mood, the novel remains as emotive for its readers today as when it was first published. 

Life after Life by Kate Atkinson (ebook)  

During a snowstorm in England in 1910, a baby is born and dies before she can take her first breath. 
During a snowstorm in England in 1910, the same baby is born and lives to tell the tale. What if 
there were second chances? And third chances? In fact an infinite number of chances to live your 
life? Would you eventually be able to save the world from its own inevitable destiny? And would you 
even want to? 

The Girl in the Woods by Camila Lackberg (ebook)  

When a four-year-old girl disappears in the woods outside Fjällbacka, people are horror-struck. 

Thirty years ago, a child went missing from the same spot, and was later discovered, murdered. Back 

then, two teenage girls were found guilty of the killing. Could one of them be the culprit this time? 

Detective Patrik Hedström starts investigating, with his wife, bestselling crime writer Erica Falck, by 

his side. But as Patrik and Erica dig deeper, it seems that everyone in the tight-knit community is 

hiding something. And soon, the residents must confront the fact that there could be a murderer in 

their midst… 

https://perthandkinross.rbdigitalglobal.com/book/9781910633564
https://perthandkinross.rbdigitalglobal.com/book/9780571338764
https://perthandkinross.rbdigitalglobal.com/book/9781849017404
https://perthandkinross.rbdigitalglobal.com/book/9781848704060
https://perthandkinross.rbdigitalglobal.com/book/9781409043799
https://perthandkinross.rbdigitalglobal.com/book/9780007518395


This psychological thriller features Detective Patrik Hedström and Erica Falck. A thrilling crime read 

for fans of Stieg Larsson and Jo Nesbo. 

The Wall by John Lancaster (ebook)  

Kavanagh begins his time patrolling the Wall. If he's lucky, if nothing goes wrong, he only has to do 

two years of this. 729 more nights. The best thing that can happen is that he survives and gets off 

the Wall and will never have to spend another day of his life anywhere near it. But what if something 

did happen - if the Others came, if he had to fight for his life? Thrilling and heart-breaking, The Wall 

is about a troubled world you will recognise as your own - and about what might be found when all 

is lost. 

This novel was longlisted for both this year’s Orwell Prize for Political Fiction and The Booker Prize in 

2019. 

Days without End by Sebastian Barry (ebook)  

A beautifully lyrical novel about war and defiant love.  

After signing up for the US army in the 1850s, aged barely 17, Thomas McNulty and John Cole go on 

to fight in the Indian Wars and, ultimately The Civil War. Having fled terrible hardships, they find 

these days to be vivid and filled with wonder, despite the horrors they see. Their lives are further 

enriched and imperilled when a young Indian girl crosses their path, and the possibility of lasting 

happiness emerges, if only they can survive.  

My Name is Lucy Barton / Elizabeth Strout (ebook)   

A mother comes to visit her daughter in hospital after having not seen her in many years. Her 

unexpected visit forces Lucy to confront her past, uncovering long-buried memories of a profoundly 

impoverished childhood; and her present, as the facade of her new life in New York begins to 

crumble, awakening her to the reality of her faltering marriage and her unsteady journey towards 

becoming a writer. From Lucy's hospital bed, we are drawn ever more deeply into the emotional 

complexity of family life, the inescapable power of the past, and the memories - however painful - 

that bind a family together 

His Bloody Project / Graeme Burnet Macrae (ebook)  

The year is 1869. A brutal triple murder in a remote community in the Scottish Highlands leads to the 

arrest of a young man by the name of Roderick Macrae. A Memoir written by the accused makes it 

clear that he is guilty, but it falls to the country’s finest legal and psychiatric minds to uncover what 

drove him to commit such merciless acts of violence. Was he mad? Only the persuasive powers of 

his advocate stand between Macrae and the gallows. A mesmerising literary thriller set in an 

unforgiving landscape where the exercise of power is arbitrary. 

 

 

https://perthandkinross.rbdigitalglobal.com/book/9780571298716
https://perthandkinross.rbdigitalglobal.com/book/9780571277032
https://perthandkinross.rbdigitalglobal.com/book/9780241975930
https://perthandkinross.rbdigitalglobal.com/book/9781910192153

